


Friends oF Coal: a suCCess
As it enters its twelfth year, the Friends of Coal campaign continues to grow not only 
in number of supporters, but also into new states where our logo becomes a fixture 
both in and beyond the coalfields. 

How it started 

Developed originally in West Virginia in 2001, Friends of Coal began with a comment from 

Beckley coal operator Warren Hylton. In a discussion about how the coal industry might  

rally its supporters, Hylton said, “We have lots of friends out there. If we ask, I’d bet they 

would help us.” The next step was the employment of Charles Ryan Associates, an integrated 

marketing firm located in Charleston, WV. Under the direction of the West Virginia Coal  

Association, a logo, website, materials, and infrastructure were created to promote and  

support the campaign. Its growth was exponential, as the logo became a common sight  

across the Mountain State.

Specific highlights of the campaign’s success in West Virginia includes the sponsorship of  

the Friends of Coal Bowl, which is the annual football game between Marshall University  

and West Virginia University (WVU), a gigantic car show in Beckley, the use of former  

Marshall and WVU football coaches Bobby Pruett and Don Nehlen to serve as spokespeople 

for the campaign, and a Friends of Coal license plate for personal vehicles that was introduced  

earlier this year.



tHe Move to KentuCKy

Another highlight of the Friends of Coal Campaign occurred in 2007 with its move to the neighboring state of 

Kentucky. Similar growth was witnessed in Kentucky as the Kentucky Coal Association adopted the campaign’s 

logo for its use. Several successes emerged at the direction of KCA’s Public Relations committee, such as the  

sponsorship of the Thunder Over Louisville fireworks display and concert that coincided with the 2007 Kentucky 

Derby.  Other events included a large Friends of Coal rally organized during the 2008 General Assembly in  

Frankfort to draw attention to legislation that was harmful to Kentucky’s coal production. Thousands of supporters 

wearing shirts and carrying banners with the Friends of Coal logo made a loud statement in Kentucky’s Capitol 

where the anti-coal legislation was ultimately defeated that year. “It was an impressive day for Kentucky coal,” said 

David Moss, KCA’s Vice President. “From politicians to the media, it was obvious there was a tremendous amount 

of support for our efforts and the coal miners of Kentucky.”

In the Fall of 2008, the idea of a Friends of Coal license plate was suggested by Jean Scruggs of James River Coal.  

After coordinating with the Kentucky Department of Transportation, 900 prepaid applications would have to be 

collected in order for the plate to be made by the department.  Originally thought to be a daunting task, the  

popularity of the Friends of Coal logo proved to be more recognizable than previously thought.  In less than ninety 

days, 900 applications were collected and submitted to the Department.  By January 2009, the Friends of Coal 

license plate began production and, by March 2009, was made available to the public. 

In three years, more than 55,000 personal vehicles display this distinctive plate, along with nearly two thousand 

motorcycles. At the announcement of the new license plate Kentucky Governor Steve Beshear spoke about the 

importance of coal to the Commonwealth’s economy. “Kentucky owes a lot to coal,” Governor Beshear said. “Coal 

creates over 17,000 jobs, 90-plus percent of our electricity and more than a billion dollars in direct wages. The 

Friends of Coal specialty plate gives drivers in the Bluegrass a chance to show their appreciation for the mineral 

and those who mine it.”

tHe Big tent

It is important to remember that Friends of Coal was not originally designed to be a public education campaign.

Its primary purpose is to gather people who work within the coal industry or related companies, family members 

of these workers, or individuals who feel an affinity to the coal industry or its important connection to our econ-

omy. In this way, the Friends of Coal acts as a “Big Tent”, to use a political term, to allow our supporters to work 

under a common banner and logo, and also be identified as supporters. For too long, the coal industry has been 

perceived a business run by a small group of people from out-of-state who have little connection to West Virginia 

or Kentucky. The success of Friends of Coal in both states negates this perception and shows the overwhelming 

support that was there before, but not identified. Beyond identification, Friends of Coal also creates a network of 



information that allows us to share information and opportunities with identi-

fied Friends. Using inexpensive E-mail blasts, state coal associations have invited 

fellow Friends to attend public hearings and rallies, such as the recent rally and US 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) hearing in Frankfort, KY, on June 5, 2012. 

Nearly two thousand procoal supporters, many of whom were wearing Friends of 

Coal shirts, attended the rally and hearing afterwards, which clearly demonstrated 

that far greater support of our coal production over the current actions of the EPA 

or the anti-coal activists in attendance. To have an event more than two hours from 

our Eastern Coalfield was an impressive win for Kentucky’s coal industry.

tHe Future

Friends of Coal has tremendous growth potential. We have been contacted by other 

states interested in starting similar campaigns and are assisting in any way possible. 

While there needs to be a coordinating group, on a local level, such as a state coal 

association, to make certain that the campaign is professional in nature, it would be 

expected that the logo would be well accepted in other coal-producing states.




















